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12 WEEK COACHING GROUP STARTING SATURDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
Led by Vladimir Chopine from Geek at Play

FUSING DIGITAL AND REAL WORLD ELEMENTS
This masterclass coaching course is designed to open up a brand-new category for your
artwork, to add a potential new revenue stream to your business, and provide stunning
and eye-catching results for your portfolio.
Artists often struggle with mastering compositing, because:
● Some of the basic principles are overlooked in training.
● Managing the perspective of the elements is tricky.
● There‘s a sense you need to be a ―professional‖ photographer to do this.
● Dealing with the shadows of photographed subjects, that looks like a lot of work!
● Colour temperature of elements are often neglected.
● Paying attention to all the details can
feel overwhelming.
● Long render times, and working with
multiple layers, can be off-putting.
However there is a pathway through
these challenges that can bring
consistent and faster results than you
would realise. We‘ll show you how to get
started just using a camera phone...
and you don‘t need a photography
studio either! Join us!
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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
FANTASY COMPOSITING

LEARN MORE / JOIN
https://digitalartlive.com/plans/the-complete-guide-to-fantasy-compositing/
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STUDIO
INTRODUCING THE NEW DIGITAL ART LIVE

TAKE A QUICK TOUR!

Members‘ list:
Discover and search for
members who may have similar
likes to you. You can FOLLOW a
member and get notified of
anything they post. You can
even find members who are
geographically near to you!

Topics:
Your personal STUDIO posts
can be tagged with a topic.
You can follow a topic — this
gives you the power to filter
down to what interests you.
You can also click on a topic
and search on all posts just
inside that topic.

Events:
This section will reflect our LIVE
webinar events for 2021 — and
will also include the Zoom links
for these.

Coaching Groups:
Resources:

Chat:

This includes the
Visual Narratives
Academy tutorials
library, and VISNews
which is our regular
informative
publication for graphic
story-telling artists.

This provides a general chat
area for anyone who is
currently online at the STUDIO.
You can also chat to
members
individually.
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This gives access
to private chat and
posting areas that
are just for a
coaching program‘s
members. It‘s an
area where you
can also see
details of our
upcoming coaching
programs.

Home:
A feed of latest posts, events etc. are
shown here. The central FEATURED area
shows pinned posts, events and other
content that are highlighted for your
attention.

Paul Bussey introduces
your Digital Art Live
STUDIO.

―Digital Art Live STUDIO
is a brand new and highly
engaging forum for
digital artists.

Discovery:
This offers a ‗bird‘s eye view‘ of all
the different kinds of content inside
your STUDIO.

It‘s a place that offers
community, resources,
education, support and
fun... all in one place.
No matter what digital
art software you use,
you'll find a committed
group of artists who are
striving together to learn
to be better illustrators,
better visual storytellers
and better 3D content
creators.

Instant Search Results:
A nice,
super quick
search tool,
to get an
overview of
what the
STUDIO
offers on a
specific
topic.

Manage:
Easy access to
management of
your settings,
profile picture
and more.
Here you can
also access
your drafts and
saved posts.
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I would like to invite you
to join Digital Art Live
STUDIO for free and
connect and engage with
other digital artists like
you. Please use the link
below to join.‖

https://digitalartlive.com/studio

PARTNER WITH

DIGITAL ART LIVE!

SHARE

YOUR EXPERIENCE AND
YOUR CREATIVE STORY

Vladimir Chopine : VUE

John Haverkamp : ZBrush

Drew Spence : DAZ Studio

Esha : DAZ Studio

Just a few of the talented webinar presenters who have partnered with Digital Art Live!

Would you enjoy the opportunity of
teaching other artists, in a live online
setting? We are actively looking for artists
or content creators to work with Digital Art
Live as a partner, in presenting some of
our live webinars.

We will also consider webinar ideas which
relate to your specialist skills, or which help
users to fully use a software plugin that
you‘ve developed.
Webinars are recorded, and we profit-share
with our presenters on any future sales.
We sell on the popular DAZ content store,
which has strong traffic and sales.

We‘re particularly looking for artists and
content creators who work with DAZ Studio
and/or Poser, Vue and other landscape
software, or digital comics production.

Please use the link below to submit your
application, and we‘ll be in touch!

https://digitalartlive.com/presenters
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Front Cover:
Detail from Julia
Green‘s ―Slaying
the Dragon‖ Julia
is interviewed in
this issue. See
pages 36-37 for
the full version of
the picture.
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Vladimir is a long-time Vue
expert, and he also works
extensively in fine
photography and creative
compositing.

Julia has used her expert
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commercial ad and
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Joachim talks about his
love of the 3D modelling
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renders his amazing craft.
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―One problem is that
artwork is ‗never done‘. As
soon I publish it, I find
something there that I
want change! It is why I
try not to publish as soon I
am done. ‗Sleep on it‘ and
look at your picture the
next day, and you will
probably see something
that needs fixing.‖

―I was doing a complex
photo-shoot with eight
model-agency models.
Then I had to create the
[theme-park] ride itself,
which the client could only
describe in words and
rough sketches. I also had
to show the park from a
birds-eye perspective, but
had
no photos...‖
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―I was contacted by the
American startup aircraft
manufacturer Jetoptera.
This is, by far, the coolest
thing I have ever done.
Actual concept work for an
actual U.S. aircraft
manufacturer. [From this]
I have probably something
like 50-100 models plus
20-30 sketch books…‖

―― 46
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EDITOR’S LETTER

WELCOME...

―

Welcome to the ‗Postwork‘ issue. It
seems a timely theme, as the nights
start to ‗draw in‘ and become chilly, and
many of our readers eagerly dive back into the
rich world of self-learning and online training.

As we restart our favorite CG postwork software
after the summer holidays, we will often reach
for a favorite tool to do part of the work. But
what if that tool is no longer there? For
instance, the 3D in Photoshop? Adobe abruptly
removed the 3D features from Photoshop just a
few weeks back. Of course, it‘s the way of
software to change. Users understand that Krita
5.0 needs to break things to move forward, or
that Poser 12 has to move on and use Python 3.
But it‘s worrying that unique features can be
erased, or entire software can quietly vanish.
Sudden crippling OS updates also play their part
here, as do unsympathetic company takeovers.
Want to make motion-comics with the best tool,
Smith Micro‘s MotionArtist? It‘s gone. Although
the devs kindly removed the ‗phone home‘
feature at the last minute, so buyers can still
legally run it. Then there‘s the vanished Topaz
Clean 3, unique in its speedy de-grunging of 3D
renders for use in comics. Also gone from sale
are things like the DAZ DSON plugin, and Poser
11‘s key Scene Toy 2016 add-on. Of course
sometimes an especially useful bit of free
‗abandonware‘ finds a home at the Internet
Archive, such as Microsoft ICE 2.0. Or
sometimes a savvy coder makes a ‗wrapper‘ to
run old plugins, such as the free NiGulp Reborn
or paid LaunchBox — which both run most old
32-bit Photoshop plugins. But if it was paid-for,
as with the pwToon plugin for tooning in DAZ
Studio, then it can just vanish without trace.
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/3DArtDirect
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Yet there is good news. For instance some
software that nearly everyone thought was
dead is actually alive and heartily thriving.
QuarkXPress for instance, has been running a
quiet annual ‗tortoise and the hare‘ race with
Adobe‘s InDesign every year since 2015. With
the marvel that is QuarkXPress 2021 they‘ve
now overtaken Adobe in many ways. A very
nice one-time price gives you not only truly pro
DTP software honed over decades, but perfect
WYSIWYG HTML5 export for your digital
publications. Similarly we‘ve tried the amazing
new 3DCoat 2021, and with its ‗round-tripping‘
it appears to do away with much of the need
for 3D inside Photoshop. As with Quark,
3DCoat is made all the more interesting due to
an affordable one-time purchase option.
Many also take the loss of some favourite item
of software as a spur to find alternatives. For
instance, a little testing shows that the final
Topaz Clean 3.1 can be very closely replicated
by the ‗Comic Book‘ filter in the open source
G‘MIC suite — which is now newly available as
a standard .8BF graphics plugin. For free.
But we obviously need to anticipate losses. We
can do so in various ways, such as: i) personal
archiving and Archive.org upload of manuals
and abandonware; ii) finding alternatives in
worthy freeware / open source; iii) making new
‗emulator‘ software to keep software running;
iv) or ‗roll your own‘, by filling gaps with things
like your own G‘MIC filters and Python scripts.
DAVID HADEN
Editor of Digital Art Live magazine

david@digitalartlive.com

RSS: https://digitalartlive.com/feed/

VLADIMIR

CHOPINE
We talk with Vladimir Chopine, trainer and
expert in the Vue landscape software, as well
as a very experienced studio photographer.

DAL: Vladimir, welcome to Digital Art Live
magazine and to the ‗Postwork issue‘. As a long
-time expert on such matters, it‘s great to have
you here.
VC: Thank you! I am really appreciated for this
opportunity to share my knowledge and
experience.

DAL: Our pleasure. Now, to begin, how did you
first become interested in digital art, and did
you have anyone who offered assistance and
encouragement in those early years?
VC: I started as a ―traditional media‖ artist
working on my own cel-based animated
cartoon. That was in an old-school style which
involved painting each animation cel by hand.
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Picture: ―SZ18‖
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At the same time I was enjoying
photography and electronics. Yes, I was a
nerd from early age! Later I end up building
my own first computer, from parts. It was
Z80 [Zilog Z80] processor with 8kb of RAM.
DAL: Wow, kb, not megabytes…
VC: My next step was into programming,
and my first computer graphics, probably11

was around that time. The late 1980‘s, when
I start converting music — analog to digital
input — to the different color pixels on the
screen. Over the next few years it was about
progression in complexity and the amount of
the pixels, which I was also manipulating.
As soon digital cameras become available, I
start manipulating with them in Photoshop.

Here is one of my earliest compositions, done
way back in Photoshop 3, thanks to
introduction of the layers in that version. Sorry
for the small size, but at that time a monitor
resolution of 640 x 480 pixels was very good!

VC: Exactly. It doesn‘t matter if that tool is not
popular or is being marketed everywhere, as
long it is tool that help you express your inner
world. Know how to use it is very important,
but be careful, focus on for what you are using
that tool for, not on the software itself. I still
use DAZ Hexagon, GroBoto [for real-time
Boolean organic mesh-creation] and another
applications, that are sadly not officially
supported anymore and can be outdated.
DAL: Yes, but as you say… still useful. What
was it that first attracted you to Vue, and how
did you go about mastering it?

Early 1990s work in Photoshop 3!

My best encouragement at that time was the
desire to express the world that I saw inside
my head.
DAL: What was your progression through the
various pieces of software available at that
time? Did you, like many, have a ‗Bryce
period‘?
VC: I think I tried as many items of software
that I could get hold on. 2D and 3D,
Photoshop, PaintShop Pro and so on. I worked
with 3D Studio v2.x, creating animations. I
loved Bryce, and made some works that even
featured in their official Gallery. DAZ Carrara,
DAZ Hexagon, E-on Vue, Terragen, Maya,
Cinema4D, World Machine, multiple fractal
generators, I think that a full-list would take a
very long time to recall! Personally, I do
encourage artists to explore both new and old
software, whenever they have chance, these
applications are just a tool and finding the right
one for your creativity is very important.
DAL: Yes, there is plenty of old good software
out there, especially little Windows freeware
utilities. For instance Poser does not have a ‗3D
extrusion‘ text tool, but run your typed words
through the Elefont and PoseRay utilities from
back in the Bryce era, and... you have a nicely
3D extruded text as a mesh. These still work
fine today, and don‘t need Bryce.

VC: I always like to create digital worlds, that
express what I see in my mind. I had tried
multiple applications, like Bryce, and found out
that E-on‘s Vue focused more on artists and
less on programmers. As example, if you
working with 3DS Max, C4D, Terragen, then
you need to be modeler. You need to do lowlevel manipulations and work a lot with
settings. I feel that Vue allows me just take
much simpler approach to creating
environments, focusing on expressing my
vision, and do not get stuck with tweaking
settings.
DAL: Yes, it‘s still the best halfway house
between the old Bryce and the more pro
$5,000 high-end 3D software. Real-time ‗big
landscape‘ creation tools are catching up, of
course, but are not there yet. Though pretty
soon graphics cards will be hefty and fast
enough that most people with $600 to spend
won‘t need game-engines to have a big fullscreen real-time WYSIWYG iRay Viewport, even
for a fairly large landscape.
But back to Vue… with Vue 2016 it became
relatively easy to use with its eco-system
materials and scene controls and preview and
Poser import. Much faster and more stable too.
But at the same time it‘s still a relatively
complex software, if you go about learning it
fully…
VC: Yes, Vue is very complex application and
can be very intimidating at first. Just look at
function editor and all those nodes. But nodes
are ‗second layer‘ stuff, for those who want
take closer control over Vue.
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Pictures:
Above — Vladimir in a
self-portrait, an art–
directed studio
photoshoot.
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Left: A demo for the
then-new Plant
Factory software,
showing how it could
be used creatively for
making steampunk/
fantasy trees. Plant
Factory is now
bundled with the
subscription Vue.

Picture: ―Shooting Robots‖.
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DAL: I see. I‘ve never dived that deeply into
Vue. Poser nodes I can do, but maybe I should
take a look at Vue‘s nodes and at least work out
how to find them. But most people can just use
ready-made materials from the Library. A great
many of these were given away free by
Quadspinner when Vue moved from being a one
-time payment to subscription. Still available, I
believe. Just a few clicks to apply them.
Ok, so where were we… early Vue… were you
involved with the work to align Vue and Poser,
and do you think that easy import of Poser
scenes has helped Vue over the years? Or, if
not, did you have input into the development of
Vue via E-on?
VC: Actually I do provide some feedback to the
developers, however, I am not close involved in
development of application today. I did use the
Poser import in Vue to import models and
animations from Poser and it was very easy and
intuitive. But Poser itself fell behind for a few
years, and thus I moved to a DAZ to Vue
workflow. Back then the user found out that
using Poser tree shader and bone system inside
of the Vue got very resource intensive, to the
point of not usable at all. Very slow, it took a lot
of power and memory to process.
DAL: Yes, but PCs are far more powerful now
than a decade ago. And PCs that were powerful
$10,000 workstations back in 2011, in 2021 can
be had for $250 and still work fine for Poser and
Vue [see our HP Z600 review, readers].
And now you can bring in the Poser scene into
Vue in a lighter way, such that the characters
that are not re-posable in Vue. It‘s just a matter
of flicking a switch on import, to do that. So you
pose them in Poser first, which is what it‘s for
and you get the poses right there. Then bring it
into Vue. No problems.
But yes, I take your point that — as a whole —
the makers of Poser ‗dropped the ball‘ for three
or four years after Poser 11 was released. It‘s
well known. But they‘re back ‗on the up‘ now.
So that leads me to my next question… what
tends to keeps you motivated, during the times
where a particular piece of valued software has
its ‗ups and downs‘ or ‗goes through a stormy
patch‘?

VC: Anyone can be an expert, if you spend
enough time with something. I just found that
the Vue interface, workflow and overall
application fits my workflow the best. We are all
different artists and not every tool is same. I
know some digital artists, who cannot work with
Vue at all, but they love Terragen and vice
versa. Being also a software developer, I do
understand that sometimes you may have
problems in the development cycle, as well what
is going on ‗behind the scenes‘.
E-on introduced a new pricing system with the
Vue subscription, something that is very popular
for many other software packages. However I
think these pricing-models tend to turn off many
independent digital artists. I wish they had kept
a one-time purchase option for a very basic
version of the software. I did like the old option
they had, where you could buy ‗basic‘ and then
in future add ‗modules‘ for added features. The
discontinued support for the Cornucopia content
store did not affect Vue community in good way.
On the bright side, if you are subscribing to Vue
today, it is now shipping with Plant Factory —
and the licensing on created content changed as
well. Now you can create and sell your
environments and plants freely.
DAL: Yes, and it‘s still getting regular service
release patches. One should be due fairly soon,
as they appear to be annual. But I dropped out
when the subscription came along. I still use my
free review-copy of Vue 2016 and enjoy it. I
made a big picture with it just last month. But I
don‘t tinker with discovering ways to improving
it, as I do with Poser 11. But I think you have a
wider perspective on its current user base,
which uses the newer subscription Vue. Who
actually uses Vue in 2021, and why?
VC: Actually, I don‘t have any inside information
on the Vue user market today, and my
knowledge is based on Vue artists who support
my work — by purchasing video tutorials, as
well some analytic information from YouTube.
Sadly, the Vue community of working artists is
decreasing, I think that the lack of one central
place for sales, like Cornucopia, does affect it.
And the subscription does scare off many
newcomers. But I see many studios are still
purchasing my Vue tutorials.
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Pictures: ―Examples of photoshoot work.
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DAL: Yes, the lack of central content sales hub and a dozen
or so active makers is a drawback. But all the old
Quadspinner stuff is free, at least. [Digital Art

Live magazine #34 had a double-page spread of visual
previews and the links]. And there‘s a small hoard of
superb landscape scenes by RaffyRaffy at the ArtStation
Marketplace, which can be picked up for $6 in sales and are
a great set of starter scenes for an artist. And of course
anything that loads in Poser 11 can go into Vue very easily.
Ok, turning now from Vue to postwork… one of the main
problems many beginners have is preventing their attempt
at complex compositing and filtering of a picture from
devolving into fuzziness and muddiness. Are there some
key things that they should be doing, to prevent such a
thing from happening?
VC: There is a problem when artists start sharing their
experimental, ‗not polished‘ work. The viewer don‘t see a
clear idea of what artist had in their initial vision. If artists
want to share their vision with another people, they need to
be sure it is clear enough for another people to understand
it and see. If artist just want to express their world, it
doesn‘t matter if another person can see it the same way.
A ‗muddy‘ or over-processed look may also come from not
understanding well how to work with specific tools. Placing
filters over work may help to hide some of those mistakes,
but learning how to use tools is very important.
When I work on compositing a picture it usually falls into
one of two approaches. One is the ‗exploratory‘ approach,
when I don‘t have any concept in head and I just work on
different techniques and ideas. The second approach is
planned.
I almost never post or share my work from the first group,
it is often look like ‗half baked‘, but it does give me ability
to experiment with ideas. The second group requires more
planned approaches, and a lot of time in sketching and
researching.
If you are doing creative compositing and it ‗does not look
right without filters‘, then analyze or ask someone else —
why it does not look right? It will help to create better art.
DAL: Thanks. But talking of filters.. which if any have you
found to be most useful for postwork over the years, and
why?
VC: Almost any compositing effect can be done without
filters. But use of the filters can reduce amount of time you
need to spend on doing the same task over and over, and
they can also provide consistency in the result.
18
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Pictures: ―Fall‖; detail from
―Baba Yaga Hut‖; a promo for
Painting in Vue, and ―Bad Octo‖.

Almost every time I use Filter Forge, mostly I
am just applying a color adjustment filter. I
creates this filter for me, but shared with other
users in their public filter library: https://
www.filterforge.com/filters/10230.html
However, I should say that you can create
exactly the same look in Photoshop with two
curves color and luminosity. But using my
custom filter saves me a little bit of time.
I also using other Photoshop plugins, but not as
often. Retouch4Me is one of the plugins that
removes blemishes from skins. A great tool
when I need to process 100+ portraits as soon
as possible. Sometimes I use Oniric for creating
nice light effects.
But when you create commercial work for
studios and agencies, you often need provide
them with a repeatable workflow. And they
usually don‘t have same plugins as you. For
that reason, I usually do not use plugins in my
works.
DAL: Thanks. But I imagine that you have
perhaps also developed your own set of
Photoshop actions and scripts, to remove some
of the routine work that has to be done again
and again when working on a picture? If so,
which of those has proven to be of the most
enduring use for your postwork?
VC: Yes, I do create my own actions and
scripts. Mostly focus on prep work or
processing a large amount of photos. But I
don‘t use them when I work on single-picture
compositing. For me it is more creative
process, and I don‘t want to use automated
actions.
DAL: Yes… I was thinking more about capturing
the creative process, or a vital part of it, in a
repeatable Action. But, in the heat of the
creative excitement in making a picture, I know
that side-process can be difficult. I guess in the
old days, pre-digital painters had eager
apprentices sitting next to them taking the
required notes! Now there‘s a task for a future
AI — ‗watch what I do in the creative process,
and digest/record it as a clear flow-chart
workflow‘. But what part of making a picture is
the most exciting for you, and what part is the
most tedious?

VC: Masking is the most tedious for me. It
must be done right or it does not look good.
During working on compositing, there are many
steps that are exciting, and then seeing how all
comes together. One problem is that artwork is
‗never done‘. As soon I publish it, I find
something there that I want change! It is why I
try not to publish as soon I am done. ‗Sleep on
it‘ and look at your picture the next day, and
you will probably see something that needs
fixing or readjusting.
DAL: Good advice. Ok, moving on again…
you‘re also a very accomplished photographer,
as people will see by your Gallery. What are the
key uses to which photographers can put 3D
and CG, in 2021? I mean with relatively little
effort, for creative photographers are not likely
to want to get into technical stuff... like
retopology and wrangling complex node-chains
and customizing Python scripts and re-fuelling
the Dilithium Crystals warp-drive and suchlike
complex matters.
VC: In digital photography it is actually now
very simple to add 3D elements into the
picture. Now we have many apps that can do
augmented reality on fly, change a picture‘s
looks, apply facial filters and so on. And those
tools are incredible in quality and realism. A sky
can be replacing in the photo with just one
click. AI even can analyze if the sky causes
reflections and add new sky reflections to the
main scene.
Photographers are thus becoming less afraid to
create their own quick compositing. But they
may lack an understanding of how the CG
works. Actually, I just released the first video in
my new training series, actually, a series I am
currently working on. This explains ‗CG for
photographers‘. What applications to use at the
beginning and how. And it is not that hard at
all. Most important do not let yourself try to
take on too much at the start. Small steps take
you far.
DAL: Great. Much of your work also has a
painterly quality, or a photographic quality that
reminds the viewer of a fine old-master type of
painting. Who are your favorite painters, the
ones who continue to inspire you?
22

Pictures: This page and overleaf, untitled exampes of compositing photography with Poser/DAZ content.
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VC: Yes, I was specifically learning and
researching how to do painterly effects in
digital media. To the point that I actually
learned oil painting, and have some work that I
am proud of! Also the process of learning water
coloring. I made traditional art before, but
mostly that was in specific media for cartoon
cel animations.
As well I spend a lot… let me rephrase that….
A LOT of time to learn about painting in specific
times as well of different styles like Rococo,
Baroque and so on. The better you research,
the more interesting your work will be. Just an
example, I have flowers in some photos. Each
arrangement was created from classic Dutch
flower paintings. Positioning, colors
arraignments and sizes. Same with posing,
lighting and so on.
DAL: Super. And they look great. Do you also
have favourites in more modern popular
culture, that feed into your work? For instance,
I see that you have great liking for steampunk?
VC: I did a lot of promo work for various
steampunk Victorian-era event and
conventions. I like that theme. I think my
favorite themes are: Steampunk, Victorian,
Renaissance, Rococo and all kind of ‗punk‘ —
cyberpunk, dieselpunk, neon-punk [synthwave]
and so on. I was really surprising how many
sub-genres of steampunk are out there now,
and I like most of them!
DAL: Yes, it‘s certainly become a deep
subculture. And it intertwingles nicely with
other deep sub-cultures too — such as the
Lovecraftian. What is your studio setup like
these days, and do you have a good view from
the studio windows?
VC: I have studio/office at my home, where I
do most of my recordings. I block out light and
sound from the windows in all rooms. And in
the photo studio I don‘t even have any
windows in the shooting area. Natural light
looks good, but it is hard to control. It is much
easier to work with strobes or constant lighting
to get the right look.
DAL: Ok, we‘re drawing to a close now. How do
you see the future of CG work in general?

We briefly touched on real-time a while back.
Do you, for instance, see a place for real-time
AI in assisting creative work?
VC: Definitely real-time would be great, and as
you said we are getting closer and closer to it.
For big TV series productions such as The
Mandalorian it is has made production much
easier. With stills photography it is little bit
easier, I need worry about just one frame not
the 24-frames-a-second frames. I already using
live preview in my photoshoots with overlays.
Where you can see how it will look.
DragonFrame is very nice software designed for
stop- motion animators, but actually it works
great to give overlay preview in pictures
destined for compositing.
DAL: A good studio tip, thanks. What are you
working on at present?
VC: I am creating a new video training course
for photographers, who want to start
integrating computer graphics in their work. I
am finishing up a new World Machine video, as
the software has a major update. Finishing new
Epic Landscapes videos for Vue. And some
more videos about composting in Photoshop.
I‘m also working with several different training
centes, to provide live and online workshops
and classes. Day-to-day I work on many
personal photography projects and paid client
works.
DAL: Sounds great. Ok, many thanks for this in
depth interview. Readers can visit your
websites, and can also find details about your
training courses with Digital Art LIVE.
VC: Thank you! I am looking forward to share
my knowledge with another digital artists and
hope inspire more people to be creative.

Vladimir Chopine is online at:
https://www.geekatplay.com/
https://www.chopinephotography.com
http://www.vuefromthegroundup.com/
https://www.patreon.com/geekatplay
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FX FOR YOUR

POSTWORK
We present a short survey of some of the many software options
available for quickly adding postwork to your picture, with a focus
on the affordable and hobbyist end of the FX market.

―No postwork!‖ is often a cry of pride among
some 3D artists. That‘s quite understandable
for hobbyists who only have a limited time to
devote to their art. Many people simply do not
have that ‗extra day‘ available each week, in
which to do all the follow-on postwork needed
for a big 3D rendered picture.
Other artists, who have more time, pride
themselves on their postwork skills and often
have formidable powers when it comes to
turning a few basic renders into a magical
picture. But that takes time in several ways,
both in the workflow and in all the time they
invested in learning over the years.
The ideal for new digital artists is probably to
just learn three or four key bits of postwork
workflow, and then gradually work outwards
from there — when then can find the time.
There are of course now some AI tools which
will try to ‗make the picture for you‘, but these
are at an early stage. Their output is painfully
small, and often not all that useful except as
rapid automated inspiration for a scene
composition to be made with other tools. Still,
they seem very promising for the future.
In the meanwhile, even digital art beginners
can benefit from assistance from a few choice
Photoshop plugins. We survey some of those
overleaf. The key drawback for many of these
is their relatively high price, often too high for
impoverished artists. Although the very worthy
exception is the new Photoshop version of
G‘MIC — which is free and open source.

Talking of free, there are a range of useful
helpers available. For instance the free
Paint.NET has such an extensive range of free
plugins and filters that it is effectively a
gigantic plugin — for anyone who can ‗roundtrip‘ to it from the likes of Photoshop,
PhotoLine etc. Its free filters and utilities can
do some marvelous and unique things.
Even the oldest 32-bit FX plugins can be run in
the free Ngulf Reborn, should you have an old
one from years ago that you still consider vital,
such as Seasons. The free IrfanView can also
host and run many older free .8BF Photoshop
plugins (though by no means all).
Sometimes old desktop Windows freeware can
still be useful. For instance, the unique Pictures
to Color 1.0. Auto-extract the palette of any
picture, automatically sorted by Hue. It can
‗stay on top‘ of other software, useful for when
postwork strays into becoming digital painting.
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Picture: Manish Pandre.

Picture: Promo for Ron‘s
Soap Suds brushes pack.

PHOTOSHOP

OVERLAYS & BRUSHES

Price: Subscription for the latest version.

Price: Various, but many are freebies.

Adobe Photoshop will need little introduction,
for many of our readers. For newcomers to
digital art, the long learning-time and ongoing
subscription costs are the key things to
consider. The main problem in choosing more
affordable one-time purchase alternatives
(such as PhotoLine) is there are inevitably
some ‗missing bits‘ you would have had in
Photoshop. If speed and stability of an old
version are the problem that‘s causing you to
look elsewhere, then £120 spent on more RAM
and an SSD will likely cure the problem.

The go-to in .ABR overlay brushes are Ron‘s
Brushes. This series has been around a long
time, and has built up a wide range of packs
for most needs. From wispy fog to whirlwinds,
from splashes to stains, from skull parts to
android wiring, from soap-suds to waterfalls,
the Ron‘s series has it (nearly) all. Many
popular packs have become a bit over-used
though, and are now best used sparingly or in
combination with other FX elements.

Layer blending and masking have been key
strengths. It has recordable automated
Actions, and native scripts for things like
multipass import of renders. With an Action,
complex things like cleanly knocking out white
from lineart become one-click easy.
Photoshop is the standard target for plugin
support, and plugins like LaunchBox can also
act as a wrapper for your older 32-bit plugins.
In recent years Photoshop has struggled to find
new ‗must have‘ features. But new competition
with Luminar AI has spurred them to add
things like automated sky replacement —
available via its online ‗neural filters‘ package.
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There are of course a variety of full-sized
overlay packs and also backplates. But in 3D
work a good selection of real skies is useful —
render a basic CG sky in your scene then blend
in a real one on top using Photoshop, and thus
save hours of time on rendering complex
clouds. That‘s not useful for animators, but
very handy for landscape artists making stills.
A photo used alone might ‗stand out‘, which is
one of the problems in ‗sky replacement‘ for
3D renders. But the trick can work nicely when
subtly blended with an ‗empty‘ CG sky base.
Fur brushes and fur-generating plugins are
also useful for many artists, and you‘ll find that
Digital Art Live magazine #53 (Nov 2020) had
a long detailed survey of such things.

ELECTRA

FLAMING PEAR‘s FLOOD 2

Price: $49 — Photoshop plugin

Price: $33 — Photoshop plugin

Plugin designer Richard Rosenman‘s recent
masterwork is a powerful full-scale effects
generator for electric rays, lightning, sparks
and more. Supports realistic, controllable
branching of electric currents, sparks etc. He
also has a range of free Photoshop plugins
which you‘ll want to consider trying out.

A ‗one trick pony‘ plugin, but what a trick!
Quickly add realistic 3D water to any scene.
Simple sliders control waves, ripples, etc.
Version 2 improved 3D realism, and added
scene reflection. Easy for simple landscapes
made by Vue and similar, but fitting the effect
around foreground objects can be complex.

G‘MIC .8BF

EYE CANDY 7.x

Price: Free — Photoshop plugin

Price: $89 — Photoshop plugin

A powerful and extensive filter set, recently
ported to the standard .8BF Photoshop plugin
format. Named presets are organised in broad
categories, and you can save your own custom
presets. The main drawbacks are the lack of
visual thumbnails in the preset library, and (all
too often) the slowness of the filter processing.
After installing a new version, do the internal
‗Update‘ to get your custom presets back.

Yes... your Grandpa‘s old Photoshop plugin still
works fine, and the old-school easy-to-use
interface doesn‘t confuse. Speedy and easily
adjustable effects include Glow, Electrify,
Icicles, Fire, Smoke, Fur, Scales and castshadow from a PNG cutout. Some effects are
perhaps a little old now, and as such are not
for foreground use — but they often blend well
with big CG-looking scenes or comics.
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PARTICLESHOP 1.x

FLAME PAINTER 4.x

Price: $65? + brush packs — Photoshop plugin

Price: $90 / $140 — Photoshop plugin

Corel‘s Photoshop brush plugin with FX styles
that can be a bit more painterly than
competitor Flame Painter (see right), and there
is also a Hair brush. Has a relatively simple
interface and is easy to use. Keep in mind that
several expensive add-on brush packs are
needed to get the most from this.

Escape Motion‘s particle-based brushes for
creative magical glowing colour and ‗fire-like‘
effects. These are more or less photoreal. The
more advanced $140 version appears to be for
those who want to craft their own effects using
advanced features and SVG patterns. Has been
seen in an affordable charity-bundle recently.

AKVIS DECORATOR 8.x

HITFILM EXPRESS 2021

Price: $65 / $82 — Photoshop plugin

Price: Freemium / $350 for Pro

Realistically applies a new fabric to any surface
which has a selection, while preserving
volume, folds, creases, and shading/shadows.
Decorator used to be sloowww... but it had a
3x speed boost in version 7.0. It assumes you
have already made a good masked selection —
it will not make the selection for you. Home
Deluxe is the best version, though note that
commercial use needs the $82 licence.

Sometimes called ―the poor man‘s Adobe After
Effects‖, this is a pro-am video editor that is
supercharged with many effects useful for
small film-makers. As such it‘s also of use to
stills artists. There is a worthy freemium
version. Drop-in VFX include things useful to
small filmmakers, such as clouds, rain, 3D
gunshot generator, lightning and more.
Efficient, polished, and relatively easy to learn.
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JULIA
GREEN

We interview illustrator Julia Green, who is now starting to
expand her expert Photoshop skills toward 3D and animation.
DAL: Julia, welcome to the Digital Art Live
interview.
JG: Thank you, I feel honored to be included in
your magazine alongside so many wonderful
artists!

DAL: Super. Ok, let‘s start at the beginning.
Where and when did your creative talents first
emerge as a youngster? Were those skills
encouraged early on, and if so by whom and
how?
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Picture: ―Grand Canyon‖, greening.

JULIA GREEN
USA

PHOTOSHOP | VUE |
SKETCHUP | CLIENT
ILLUSTRATION

WEB

JG: I seemed to have a knack for drawing from
a very young age. I am fascinated by birds,
and it seemed to be a natural instinct for me to
want to draw them. My parents were very
supportive of this emerging skill and bought
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the 72 set of the Derwent coloured pencils for
me, which was not cheap. Actually… many
years later I came to realize it was actually the
wrong brand we were buying, Prismacolor is
the way to go!

DAL: Ah, useful to know. And then how did you
then discover and develop your talents in the
digital arts?
JG: It wasn‘t until near the end of my five-year
college stint that I really got into the various
digital mediums. Over time I became very
comfortable with Adobe Photoshop and it
seemed to be a perfect fit. As it lends itself so
well to refined detail work, which is a style that
comes naturally to me.
DAL: I see. Did you find Photoshop to learn,
back then? What were the sticking points in
those days, and how did you find a way past
them?
JG: Learning Photoshop was not easy. It is a
very in-depth program, and I am not the most
technically adept person. I don‘t remember any
specific sticking points now, just that I stuck
with it because I knew it was my tool of choice
and I had to make it work for me.
DAL: Yes, I recall it was very difficult right at
the start. Especially the way in which there are
three or four ways to do the same thing, which
is part of its complexity. What software do you
use today? Are you still using Photoshop?
JG: As of now, yes my primary tool is still
Photoshop. However I am in the process of
learning several new 3D programs in order to
broaden the range of my skillset, my portfolio
and my options as an illustrator.
DAL: Great. What is your typical workflow on a
picture, from initial inspiration and research to
the finished work?
JG: It depends. If it‘s a paid job, then I will
take the client brief and immediately start
making photographs and gathering
photographic reference material from stock
photography sites. Most of the time the client
already has a rough sketch, so that part is
eliminated at the start of my process. I will
then mock-up the image with low-res stock
photos and my own photos, as needed. I then
integrate them into a tight black-and-white
sketch, which is a combination of Photoshop
collaging and drawing in Photoshop. This is
what I show the client.

Most of the time adjustments are then
requested by the client, and I will revise the
sketch and resubmit. Once the client has
approved it I will buy the needed stock images
and bring the final color illustration ‗to life‘.
Again this is done in a combination of photocollaging in Photoshop and drawing/painting in
Photoshop.
If I am working on my own personal /
promotional work, then the initial sketching will
be a part of the process.
DAL: I see. Are you someone who keeps an eye
out for, and tries, new postwork tools and
plugins? If so what tools have you found or
tried in the last few years that have impressed
you, or speed up your workflow?
JG: I have dabbled in various 3D programs
over the past few years including Terragen, Vue
and SketchUp. I then bring renderings from
those into Photoshop and combine them with
the rest of my process. For example, the
structure of the futuristic building in the image
‗Skyfield‘ was initially created in SketchUp, then
refined and finished in Photoshop.
DAL: Interesting, so there‘s 3D in there. So,
obviously post production is a big part of what
you do, to get that highly polished look that
has great appeal to many. Does that ‗look‘
come naturally for you, or did you have to
study and train hard to emulate it? If so, what
were the most useful resources you found for
helping you get to that point?
JG: I think in general that ‗look‘ is something
that has always come naturally to me. I‘m quite
an intense and compulsive person and taking
that polished look as far as I possibly can — to
create the realism I enjoy — is something I feel
compelled to do. That said, it is of course a
huge amount of work and my working
Photoshop files sometimes have thousands of
layers.
DAL: Thousands of Photoshop layers, wow!
Well, it pays off and it obviously appeals to
clients. What are the key ‗client considerations‘
you regularly encounter, when the piece is a
commissioned illustration? Or does it tend to
be different for each client?
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―I‘m quite an intense and compulsive person and taking that
polished look as far as I possibly can ... it is of course a huge
amount of work and my working Photoshop files sometimes have
thousands of layers.‖
Picture: ―Underwater Theme Park‖.
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Picture: ―Skyfield‖. SketchUp and Photoshop.
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JG: Besides the ‗polished realism‘ a distinctive
element in most of my work is a dramatic lighting
effect. This element is rarely even mentioned by
clients, though, which seems to indicate that it is so
integral to my ‗look‘ that the clients expect it
perhaps without even realizing it.
DAL: I see. Interesting. What are the client
illustrations that you have been most pleased with?
JG: I think the ones I have been most pleased with
are the two I did for Anheuser-Busch for Busch
Gardens theme park: ―Tempesto‖ and ―Mach
Tower‖. These were concept pieces for the
promotion of these two [theme-park] rides before
they had been built. I am most please with these I
think because of the complexity in the creation
process. It starts with doing a complicated photoshoot with up to eight model-agency [human]
models on the site at once. I then have to create the
ride itself, which the client can at that point only
describe in words and rough sketches. The
environment in Mach Tower is rather complicated
also, as it has to describe the park accurately from a
birds-eye perspective, but I had no photographs
from that angle to work from. Finally… I have to put
all these complex elements together in post.
DAL: Great, and you pulled it off.
JG: The other job I would say I am particularly
pleased with is ―Sacrazon‖, because it was my first
chance to create a futuristic type scene — which is
something that I want to do more of going forward.
DAL: Ah well, there you go, readers — futuristic. Do
you also do work that is either not credited when
published, or not able to be shown in your Gallery?
How do you feel about those kind of restrictions
from clients?
JG: I have actually never been restricted from using
work in my Gallery. As far as getting credit, I do put
my signature on all my work, but however
sometimes the client needs to remove it. I have no
problem with this, I understand why they need to do
that and they credit me in other ways.
DAL: Ah, that‘s good. They still credit.
JG: Anyone finding my images on the Internet
should be able to fairly easily trace them back to me
in various ways. In fact I have had requests for
usage rights for some of my images that someone
found through a simple Google search.
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Picture: Commissioned cover
illustration for American Girl.
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DAL: Wonderful. Now, to move on… artists can
often have problems with motivation, over the
long term. What keeps you motivated these
days? Have you found any useful methods or
approaches that work?
JG: I can‘t say that I‘ve ever really lacked
motivation, actually. I get such a thrill from
bringing an image to life in the way I imagined
it, and from continuously refining my skill-set.
Moving into new areas such as 3D and
animation, and the new opportunities it will
hopefully bring, is more than enough to keep
me motivated.
DAL: Great. Now, you trained in San Francisco,
I believe. What was that like? And am I right
in detecting that the place has influenced your
later work? There‘s definitely a ‗sunny city by
the bay‘ vibe‘…
JG: Yes, I did train in San Francisco and lived
in the SF Bay Area a long time. However I‘m
not sure how much it influenced my work, as
such. I am not a fan of big cities, and after
thirteen years living there I was ready to leave
for something new and much more beautiful.
Growing up in Australia probably influenced my
work more than my time in San Francisco. I
grew up on a six-acre organic farm surrounded
my trees and animals, that is much more my
kind of pace and space.
DAL: Ah I see, Australia too. Yes, I can see
that as well in your work. It‘s interesting how
formative landscape then go on to influence an
artist‘s body of work. Whereabouts are you
based today, and do you find inspiration in the
landscapes there?
JG: I now live in a town in southern Florida,
USA. Although Florida is flat, I do enjoy the
tropical environments and building two
butterfly and hummingbird gardens has
brought me a lot of joy. The bird and plant-life
around here is abundant and so colorful, and
these birds and flowers have certainly made
their way into my illustration and fine art
pieces.
DAL: Wonderful. What else influences you, in
terms of ideas and artistic styles?

JG: Some of my favorite artists such as Gustav
Klimt, Ito Jakuchu, Eyvind Earle, Kazu Sano
and my most recent find; Vincent Callebaut.
DAL: Ah yes, his wonderful futuristic and
optimistic cities. 3DS Max and Photoshop.
JG: I also draw a lot of inspiration from the
cinematography and special effects in some of
my favorite films like Blade Runner 2049,
Interstellar, Inception, Contact and
Prometheus.
DAL: Great. You mentioned you‘re also
interested in animation?
JG: Everything seems to trending toward
motion graphics. To not explore that would
mean getting left behind. I‘m starting by
animating some of my illustrations in 2D using
After Effects, just short, simple animations for
now. Once I have mastered some of these 3D
programs I may take it further into 3D
animation, we‘ll see where it all leads me.
DAL: I see. OK, let‘s turn now to other skills.
You‘re an illustrator who has an agent, but I
wonder if you‘ve also found the need to
develop non-artistic skills — all the business
and marketing side of things? If so, what were
the easiest and most difficult there, for you?
JG: What I have always had is drive and
perseverance. This is what the foundation any
business person needs, or forget it. However
beyond that the marketing and business side of
things are difficult for me. This is why I signed
up with Mendola Artists Representatives all
those years ago. Signing with a good agent
obviously is a difficult step in itself, but I knew
it would be the only way I would have a chance
of making it as a freelance illustrator.
For many years the agency kept me very busy,
and this allowed me all the time I needed to
concentrate on the jobs they got me and do my
own work in between jobs.
Things have slowed down, however, over the
last couple of years — due to fluctuating trends
in the marketplace, and this is the natural
course of things. I knew I had to make some
changes of my own to keep up with changing
trends.
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As such I have been working on a new direction
in my portfolio, and taking this wonderful
masterclass on marketing with Paul Bussey
through Digital Art Live. Although I will always
work with my agent, I need to do more on my
own to broaden my scope and break into new
markets.
DAL: I see. Great. Now, if a ‗dream client‘ came
in with an open wallet, what would the big
dream project be for you?
JG: I would love to be a part of a movie
production and creating matte paintings. For
example, look at the work Syd Mead did for
Blade Runner 2049. His matte paintings are a
huge part of what gave the film the amazing
and truly groundbreaking production value it
has.
DAL: Yes, he contributed to so many seminal
imaginative movies, over the decades. Our
readers can find the long interview he kindly did
with Digital Art Live magazine, in issue #16.
Ok, we‘re moving toward the end of the chat.
What are you working on at present?
JG: I am working on a futuristic landscape for a
NGO [non-governmental organisation, usually a
charity] based out of Switzerland. The project
will be used as the header on the client‘s
website, as a call to action for citizens of
Switzerland and the world to invest in a more
climate-friendly future.
DAL: Ok, many thanks for this interview, and
we wish you all the best with your future work.
JG: You‘re very welcome, thank you for this
opportunity!

Julia Green is online at:
https://www.juliagreen.net/
Pictures: ―Slaying the Dragon‖ (main picture);
then inset from left — ad illustration for
Thermacell (keeps mosquitoes away from your
patio or garden, within a 15 to 20ft radius); ad
illustration for Ozurdex; ―Tempesto‖ concept
work for Anheuser-Busch for their Busch Gardens
theme park and new roller-coaster ride.
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paul@digitalartlive.com
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TOON ID? CLOWN

PASS? WHAT?
You may have heard some 3D artists mention a ‗Clown Pass‘ or
‗Toon_ID‘ renders or layers. What the heck are those, then? Here
we briefly explain how to get one, and how they are used in post.

When you have saved your 3D renders and
assembled them as layers in Photoshop,
wouldn‘t it be great to simply ‗select by colour‘
on part of one of the layers? And have that
new selection exactly fit a material area on the
main render you want to change? For instance
you may want to select the pads on Robokitty‘s
gloves (see opposite). Then add FX from the
Eye Candy plugin, to show the gloves subtly
sparking with electrical power and glowing.
You could of course get busy with the
magnifying glass and the selection tools in
Photoshop, and try to select the area manually.
Perhaps with a bit of assistance from a
Magnetic Lasso or even a passing AI bot.
But popular 3D software can output unusual
types of render that at first appear to have no
purpose, though are useful for such postwork.
Here we‘ll use the example of Poser 11.
One of Poser 11‘s key render engines is Firefly,
and this can save out a Photoshop .PSD file
containing what are called ‗auxiliary renders‘ of
your scene. These are things like a pure alllines lineart pass, a shadow pass, a depth pass
and so on. These special render types were
formerly only available to Poser Pro users, but
now everyone with Poser has the Pro version.
One of the passes is ‗Toon ID‘, also known as a
‗Clown Pass‘. This render type is turned on
either in the bottom-right of the Firefly render
panel, or (if missing there, as it was in one late
Smith Micro version) via: Scripts | Partners |
Dimension3D | Render Firefly. This auxiliary
render can also be run from a custom script.

So, what is this Toon ID? Also called ‗ToonID‘
in the Poser Material Room, or simply ‗ID‘ when
its render is saved into a Photoshop layer.
It means that each material zone on your
character or prop gets a colour, and this can be
rendered out to a plain flat colour. It is not the
same as the regular surface materials, and
does not affect them or their Diffuse colour.
Toon ID is automatically assigned its number
(and thus colour). However these colours can
be changed manually per-material in the
Material Room. There‘s also a handy free
helper script to assign a Toon ID colour to a
part of the scene you know you will want to
select in your postwork. You could also run
your own script to randomize the colours, but
that would be ‗overkill‘ if all you need are a few
Toon ID‘s coloured up.
As you might imagine, it‘s often best if all the
ID zone colours are different from each other
— and thus such renders can get quite multicoloured and whacky. See our robot kitty
render on the other page. This is why such a
render is also sometimes called a ‗Clown Pass‘.
By default however, Poser‘s Toon ID can be a
bit flat, in very muted tones of dark blue and
grey. This appears to be because Poser‘s
ToonID assignment process often starts from a
very low base in the colour chart. Below
20,000 things are mostly dull, dull, dull. You
have to go all the way up to colour 16711808
to get a hot fushia pink. Thankfully the above
free script calls the Windows colour picker to
choose the hot colour you want to assign.
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Another helper is the $20 XS – Extended
Shader Manager. This has a ToonID button, but
used as a character/prop grouping tool. It sets
the same ToonID across each character or
prop, rather than across each Toon ID.
SnarlyGribbly‘s free EZmat script set for Poser
11 has a ―Randomizer‖ script. This works a
little different, but gets a similar effect. It
randomises the Diffuse colour value of the
materials on a figure or prop. It needs to be
applied character-by-character and prop-by
-prop. Also, to load it for a saved Poser
scene, its panel first needs to be opened
briefly on an unsaved Poser scene. After
that it will load fine on saved scenes,
but will otherwise refuse to fully open.
Another even simpler way to
emulate ToonID is to go to the top
menu and set Display | Cartoon
Settings | One Tone. Then go to
your row of Document Display
Style icons, and there set
Cartoon Display mode. The
scene view goes ‗flat‘. Each flat
colour you see is driven by the
Diffuse colour in each scene
material. Great, and not as
destructive as EZmat. It works well if
you‘re not using lots of blacks or samecolors in your Diffuse nodes. But if you
see lots of flat colours, just begging to be
easily selected with the Magic Wand or
Colour Select in Photoshop... then it works.
Make a real-time Preview render and forget
about getting a proper ToonID render.
Once you have such a useful render type, you
load it along with its other camera renders to
Photoshop. In Photoshop 64-bit you go…
File | Scripts | Load Files into Stack | Browse…
Do not tick ―Attempt to Automatically Align
Source Images‖, as your render set has PNG
files with transparency and Photoshop will thus
make a mess of them. As they‘re all from the
same camera in the same scene, they‘re all the
same size and will align fine all by themselves.
Note that the ―Load Files into Stack‖ script does
not work in 32-bit Photoshop, and never has. 47

Most 3D software can make something similar
to a Toon ID render, either natively in a bundle
of multipass renders, or by using a script
someone made to do such a render. Sometimes
the name given to the render type may differ.
Sometimes it may even be in greyscale. For
instance, in DAZ Studio, the Lineart9000 plugin
can also give you what appears to be a
grayscale Main_camera.TIF Toon ID render.
That‘s the basics. Now you know what a Toon
ID is, and what it‘s useful for, and can discover
how to get one from your current 3D software.

‘SCIFIWARSHIPS’

We visit Norway to interview vehicle designer and
architect Joachim F. Sverd, aka ‗SciFiWarships‘.
He talks about his love of modelling in SketchUp,
his concept work for a U.S. aircraft manufacturer,
and his abiding wish to pilot one of his creations.

DAL: Joachim, welcome to Digital Art Live
magazine.
JFS: Thank you very much, I am delighted to
be here and I‘m very flattered that you have
shown such an interest in my 3D artwork
DAL: What began your interest in 3D design,
way back? Was there someone who helped
you along the way?
JFS: Well, I am an architect by trade, and as
such 2D and 3D modeling is part of my day
job. I started with 3D modeling back in late
2009 when I discovered SketchUp. Back then
Google had an almost full version available
for free and I instantly fell in love with it. I
had no help at all there, but that was never a
problem because of SketchUp‘s highly
intuitive user interface. It is the kind of
program that will let you discover its features,
rather than having to be told how it functions.
DAL: Great. Yes, it was later sold to Trimble.
Have you always been using SketchUp, or did
you try other software before that?
JFS: When I started with CAD in 2000, I was
introduced to a program called MiniCad,
which later became VectorWorks. After having
used that for a couple of years I then started
working with AutoCad, before migrating back
to VectorWorks. But I never did much 3D
modeling in any of those programs, as they
are predominantly 2D applications.
DAL: I see. What keeps you using SketchUp,
and what do you most like about it?
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Picture: ―Radial
Space Fighter‖
which Joachim
modeled in
SketchUp and
which he kindly
gives away free.
See the Web link
at the end of the
interview!

JOACHIM F. SVERD
NORWAY
PHOTOSHOP |
SKETCHUP |

WEB
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JFS: I keep using SketchUp because of its
simplicity and user friendliness. It is a tool that
I have become extremely comfortable with
over the years, and for conceptualizing ideas. I
think it is awesome. If you are sufficiently
proficient in any 3D tool, you can make
whatever is on your mind relatively fast. But
SketchUp, being what it is, does not have a
problem with ‗ngons‘, which makes it a very
fast tool to use.
DAL: What would you like to change about
SketchUp? Or, to put it another way, what
plugins do you most value, which add useful
things to SketchUp?
JFS: I used SketchUp in its ‗vanilla‘ form for
several years and learned how to coax it into
doing things it wasn‘t designed to do. Like
adding fillets. There is to my knowledge no
designated fillet tool in SketchUp — I still use
the 2018 version. So I would use a path
extrusion of a quarter circle, and manually
correct where needed. It took a lot of time, but
it made me very comfortable with the program.
I used a lot of different little tricks like that,
until I was introduced to the vast collection of
plugins by a friend on DeviantArt.
DAL: Super, yes it had many plugins made for
it over the years.
JFS: Yes, there is a huge array of tools
available. But I find most of my needs are
covered with a few of Fredo6 tools —
‗JointPushPull‘ which is essentially a multiple
polygon extrusion tool. ‗Round corners‘, which
is a fillet and chamfer tool. And ‗CurviLoft‘
which is a loft tool. With these additions I find I
can make almost anything I want. The only
other addition I have is the Twilight 2.0 render.
DAL: Ah, you use the Twilight renderer. What
keeps you using that, and not going to another
renderer? For which there are many now,
including real-time.

different world. Though I still use SketchUp for
sketching and preliminary designs. I haven‘t
yet experimented with real-time and SketchUp.
DAL: Ok, now turning to the design side of
things. What or who inspires you in terms of
vehicle design?
JFS: All manner of moving objects inspire me,
as well as films, science fiction and music.
When it comes to designers, I look to
contemporary artists like Daniel Simon, Mike
Hill, and Aaron Beck. I am also hugely inspired
by old-school artists like John Berkey, Syd
Mead and Ron Cobb. In addition to these there
are also the vast number of talented hobbyists
and professionals who — every day — post
their wonderful work online, on sites like
DeviantArt and ArtStation.
DAL: Indeed. What‘s your workflow, from
starting with initial design ideas, to finished
renders?
JFS: The workflow is quite simple. Idea/trigger
— pen sketches in a notebook — SketchUp
model — rest — import to Max — tweaking —
detailing — unwrap — texturing — then (lots
of) renders. The fun part though is what these
steps entail.
The initial idea can come from a variety of
places, and it very often depends on what I
want to design. It can be an article I have read
about a new form of propulsion, or a desire to
make my interpretation of a common sci-fi idea
like a flying car, or a mech unit. Or it can be a
single image of something that triggers me.
With the AeroCat it was a picture of a class-one
offshore racing catamaran that was actually
airborne from a wave crest. I saw this image
and thought… what if it stayed there? What
does it take, and what does a flying race-boat
look like? I then start researching the
technical aspects i.e., the propulsion or
powerplant and let what I found shape the
object. I really love this part, because I never
quite know where it will take me. This is both
for personal enjoyment but also because I
believe that every tiny bit of realism, I can
sprinkle onto each design will aid in selling it as
a believable real-world object.

JFS: I have experience with other renderers as
well. Early on I used Kerkythea which Twilight
is based on. Migrating to Twilight renderer was
therefore a simple choice. I also think it is a
good match for SketchUp. In recent years I
have also started using Arnold, as I have
migrated to 3DSMax which is an entirely
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Pictures: Commissioned concept work on a prototype VTOL personal aircraft, for a
real American startup aircraft manufacturer called Jetoptera, based in Seattle.
Below: Personal concept illustration, imagining the future of VTOL flying vehicles.
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This is to me one of the most fulfilling parts of
the process. I have all the pieces, but I only
have a vague idea of what they will become,
and I ask myself what will a craft that can do
these things look like? And although it‘s only
superficial, I try to think like an engineer, and
let each requirement for things like intakes,
nozzles, visibility (or not) from the cockpit
dictate the shape that gradually starts to
emerge. I add bits, move them around and
play until I have something that starts to look
interesting.
Then, when I have made a first draft of what I
want the machine to look like, and all the
engines/wheels, powerplant etc. are in place, I
start the long process of fine tuning the shape,
work on the proportions, spin it around to
make it look good from any angle and try to
add speed into the design. This is often a long
process and I always interrupt it with weeklong breaks while I move on to other things.
These breaks are as important as the design
work itself, because they allow me to look at it
with fresh eyes when I take it up again. It is a
vetting process and most of my projects never
progress from this stage. None of them are
really finished either. They are all abandoned
in various stages of completion because there
is always more you can do.
For those few that do progress beyond this
stage, this is when I start making test renders
experimenting with textures, colours and
liveries, if I make a racing machine. You will
often see that the final renders that I make are
named something like MONORACER61
meaning there are 60 test renders preceding
it, that only I ever get to see.
DAL: What aspect of ‗future vehicle‘ design do
you most enjoy, and why?
JFS: I want to pilot the machines I design, and
I want the people who see them to want the
same thing. I know it might sound tacky but
that is what I am trying to do. Create futuristic
vehicles that the watcher wants to get into and
drive.
DAL: That aligns you nicely with racing games.
Perhaps someone reading will use your
vehicles in a racing videogame.
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JFS: I also love the fact that I get to design
something that does not exist until I have
made it up. And I love the fact that I get to
design any kind of craft or machine artwork I
want, that I can use my imagination any way I
like, and that I have no idea where it will take
me this time. I enjoy the research process, and
setting the parameters as they help build
anticipation around the question, what will a
craft like this look like? If I really like an idea, I
cannot wait to get started on it. The process is
never the same each time but it contains the
same elements, in different order. A trigger, a
need to create, a researched framework to
establish the guiding principles, then the world
building, pauses, honing of the shape,
detailing, texturing, and renders.
Like with the Offshore ground effect racer, or
AeroCat as I ended up calling it. It started with
a picture I saw online of a class-one offshore
racing catamaran that had become airborne
from a wave crest. I looked at the image and
started thinking what if it stayed there? What
would a racing craft that flies over the sea on a
ground effect bubble look like?
The center-wing Monoracer [previous page]
was entirely different. It is an evolution of a
previous monowheel machine I abandoned. As
a concept a large diameter monowheel with a
wide tyre has several interesting challenges. If
you put a driver inside the wheel, one of them
is visibility.
In both models I instead placed the driver out
to one side, but this creates another set of
problems, like how to lean the vehicle in turns.
In the first one I placed the driver in a fixed
nacelle on the LHS and I tried to balance the
machine with a large intake on the other side. I
was never really happy with it because the
driver would then be unable to see what goes
on as he/she leans the bike into a right had
turn. For a long time I was unable to find a
solution, and so I abandoned it.
Much later it finally dawned on me that if I
added a center-mounted wing and also a much
narrower wheel, then I could lean the bike to
both sides and create a unique and quite a
dramatic looking machine, and so I did.

I also wanted to explore the idea of asymmetry
and balance as it makes for a much more
interesting design, and this model allowed me
to really play with this.
DAL: And you obviously have environments in
mind for the vehicles — Mars and others. Do
you also create back-stories for the vehicles
and craft?
JFS: Yes, and this is both the saddest and
nicest part of making futuristic vehicles. It is
inevitable that your mind wanders toward faroff places and distant futures when modeling
machines like this.
It is nice because I get to see far beyond the
screen and the model, but sad because I am
the only one who get to see the world these
craft inhabit. I would love to show it to
everyone, but both time and skill stops me
from showing more than just the tiniest part
which is most often just the vehicle. I would
love to collaborate with someone who could
add life to my machines and make artwork that
tell a story.
DAL: Well there you go, ‗racing game maker‘
readers. Here‘s your vehicle designer! Just add
stories. Talking of stories, tell us, please, about
your work with X-Games in the mid 2010s?
JFS: Working with X-games Norway was a
really fun and challenging experience, and I
ended up doing almost all of the nonengineering related design and site planning for
them three years in a row. SketchUp is a
fantastic tool for this kind of thing because it is
so easy to use, both for presentations and
quick design changes. Another truly awesome
feature of 3D modeling is that you can very
quickly produce a vast number of illustrations
from any desired angle. Very often I would sit
at home working on the model with screen
share and have people telling me over Skype to
move things around in the model, take
measurements calculate area etc., and then
pump out 20 illustrations within a couple of
minutes and share them on Dropbox or by
email. It was a highly effective way of working
and enormous fun. We did all the planning
almost entirely in 3D and with .JPGs on laptops
with minimal print outs.
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Pictures: Two rough ‗Work In Progress‘
screenshots of the forward-command
bridge pods on the starship Meridian.
The top picture is a basic render that
shows a sidelong view across a
forward-facing command deck.
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―It started with a picture I saw
online of a class-one offshore
racing catamaran that had
become airborne from a wave
crest. I looked at the image and
started thinking what if it stayed
there? What would a racing craft
that flies over the sea on a
ground effect bubble look like?‖
Pictures: Top ―AeroCat profile‖; bottom, the
―Martian Aeroracer‖ version for Mars.
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DAL: Super. What other work have you done
that is not in your portfolios at DeviantArt and
ArtStation?
JFS: After X-games I did several similar,
smaller projects in Oslo before I was contacted
by an American startup aircraft manufacturer
based in Seattle, called Jetoptera. They
commissioned me to make a couple of concept
3D models based on their proprietary
propulsion and wing design. This is, by far, the
coolest thing I have ever done. Actual concept
work for an actual aircraft manufacturer. Of my
own work, I have probably something like 50100 models plus 20-30 sketch books full of
stuff… that never made it.
DAL: Oh no. Never went into production? Ah
well… such is the way of things in the early
days of a new industry. Such as personal VTOL
aircraft and similar personal flight ideas. What
would be your dream project, if someone with a
big budget called you up one day and promised
it would get made?
JFS: My dream project would be to create a
book with a series of new models in it,
preferably a collaboration with someone who
shares my vision and is able to put my
futuristic vehicles in the environments they
belong. That would be a really fun thing to do.
DAL: Super, great idea. Another opportunity
there, readers. Hey how about a traditional
story book but… it has some kind of VR and it
lets the reader ‗get in‘ and race around a
circuit? Talking of advanced hardware… What‘s
your hardware box and studio setup like these
days?
JFS: I have a desktop PC with an Intel i7-8700
at 3.20GHz, NVIDIA GeForce 1070ti graphics
card, 32GB RAM and a single 27in screen from
2018. But like everyone else with a computer, I
would love to have a lot more.
DAL: Nice. What is the view from your studio
window like?
JFS: I live right next to a lake, in a wide river
valley and so my outside view is across the
lake, over fields and toward the hills on the
other side of the valley. It‘s quite beautiful and
tranquil.

DAL: Nice. Super. that sounds like what I
expect Norway to look like. Is Norway a good
place to be a designer, or do you find that
much other work comes from other nations?
JFS: Norway is a tiny market for people who
specialize in 3D art. In my experience
employment opportunities rarely come up from
within in this country. It is growing slowly
though and — with Covid-19 and innovations in
both hardware and software — that might be
about to change as more people work from
home. However, Norway also has a high and
costly standard-of-living, and that makes it
hard to be competitive, price-wise, compared
to artists from countries with significantly lower
income levels.
For hobbyists though, it‘s a different story. The
online communities of DeviantArt, Artstation
and others are international, open around the
clock and in English — so being Norwegian isn‘t
much an issue.
DAL: What are you working on at present?
JFS: Right now, I have started on a series of
new pieces where I want to explore
biomechanical engineering. I really like the idea
of merging living tissue with machine tech and
I am working on another Aerodyne/VTOL, a
series of houses and a mech. It will be exciting
to see where it will take me.
DAL: Joachim, many thank for the interview,
we wish you well in the future.
JFS: Thank you very much, it has been a real
pleasure to let you and your readers have a
look as my artwork and my processes.

‗SciFiWarships‘ is online at:
https://www.deviantart.com/
scifiwarships and https://
joachimsverd.artstation.com/
The Radial Space Fighter seen at the opening of
this article is free in .DAE Collada and .SKP at:
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/
u70849d70-44b4-4819-88dd-73cb3105c186/
Radial-Space-Fighter
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Pictures: Two views of retro
dieselpunk-style airship concept,
with defensive machine-guns.
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GALLERY
We‘re pleased to present a gallery of work made by improving
artists, who took our recent Digital Art Live mentoring course.
This had a focus on improving postwork skills and confidence.

Picture: ―Technomage‖ by Meg Simon.
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Pictures: Book cover
by Birgit Kohls,
BeeMKay; ―Wonder‖
by Jessica Beaubien.
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64
Picture: ―Missing You‖ — improved postwork
class submission, by Karen Williams.
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Pictures: ―Wanted‖ and (above) ―Final Frontier‖ by Pablo Setendjian;
Below is ―Asteroid‖ (final version) by Meg Simon.
The group learned together on an eight-week mission to deeply explore
various postwork options. With daily support to solve challenges, the
aim was a personal postwork toolkit for a more efficient workflow.
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Picture: ―Time for a Recharge‖ by Ian Franklin.
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Pictures:
―Sorceror and
the Cursed
Castle‖ by
Karen
Williams;
Untitled
picture by
Jessica Coutts.
Opposite:
―She was
walking‖ and
―The
Gardeners‖,
both pictures
by Michel
Rigaux.
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Pictures: ―Lyone‖ by Salome
Masseron; Untitled by Jessica
Coutts; and ―I beseech thee‖
by Ian Franklin.
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Digital Art

LIVE
Movie: The Green Knight

David Lowery‘s acclaimed new movie adaptation of Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight has at last been released to
cinemas in the USA. A strange Knight challenges the
Christmas court of King Arthur. Afterward Arthur‘s young
knight Sir Gawain sets out alone in search of him, and a
year later arrives at a weird castle in the wild moorlands of
Staffordshire. This supernatural mystery tale of the late
1370s is still one that fascinates many today, and the
screen adaptation is a masterly one. The movie is, however,
slow paced and very long at well over two hours. There are
no epic battles, and those seeking a Lord of the Rings II will
be disappointed. How to see it? The cinema run has likely
passed in the US, though campus art-houses may run it
again when students return. Check the official website for
US availability.The Green Knight has yet to come to its
home location of the UK in any official way, regrettably.
https://www.thegreenknightmovie.com

IMAGIN
Our pick of the most inspirational products and shows. Make your imagination LIVE!
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Although Tolkien made a translation from the West
Midlands dialect in the 1920s, the best popular ‗reading
version‘ of Sir Gawain and The Green Knight is the
Brian Stone translation made in the 1950s for Penguin
Modern Classics. For a clear introduction to the
lansdcape setting and historical context of the famous
tale, see the book Strange Country: Sir Gawain in the
moorlands of North Staffordshire (2018).

NARIUM
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Picture: With thanks to A24.

First official press preview picture.

1970s UK edition, cover by Chris Foss.

TV series: Middle-earth untitled

TV series: Asimov‘s Foundation

Amazon‘s Tolkien TV series has finished its
first season filming in New Zealand, and has
a release date. It will screen on Prime from
2nd Sept 2022. The second series has begun
filming in the UK. The as-yet untitled first
series will begin to tell the story of the
Second Age, mentioned in The Lord of the
Rings but preceeding its events by several
thousand years. Tolkien left us many details
for the Second Age, and thus we can know
what the first series should contain. We are
likely to see: the growth of the great seacity of Numenor, and its early contacts with
Middle-earth; Sauron building the fortress of
Barad-dur in Moria; Sauron posing as a
friend of the dwarves of Moria and the elven
smiths of Eregion, as he teaches them ringmaking; Numenor‘s establishing of the elfhavens, and the coming of Galadriel to
Lothlorien. The first series will likely end on
Sauron‘s making of the One Ring and the
start of his deadly war on the elves.

Many years ago Asimov‘s original Foundation
trilogy was to become several big glossy movies
from the director of Independence Day. It never
happened, but now at last we have a TV series,
set to screen on Apple+ TV from 24th Sept
2021. It‘s a bit of an unknown quantity as yet.
The showrunner is DC superhero movie director
David S. Goyer (Man of Steel, Batman vs.
Superman). The first season will run for ten
episodes, and we imagine that it will cover the
first book in the original trilogy (Foundation,
Foundation and Empire, Second Foundation).
Hari Seldon wants to preserve the best of a
fading galactic civilisation, but his new science of
psychohistory shows the only way is to found a
remote elite research institution called the
Foundation... at the other end of the galaxy. The
famous trilogy is basically The Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire in science-fiction clothing,
but is also so much more.
Note there‘s also a free full-cast radio adaptation
from
the BBC, of all three books.
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3D comic: The Dark (printed)

Comics: The Stainless Steel Rat

Made-with-3D comic The Dark (2019) is
soon to be a one-volume trade print book. It
has until now been a flagship subscribersonly exclusive for Amazon‘s ComiXology
Originals digital imprint. The artist is Dallasbased Kristian Donaldson. He uses
SketchUp, DAZ Studio and Photoshop — and
you can find his substantial and exclusive
interview in our sister publication for comics
makers (VisNews #22, July 2021).

Published in mid August, the new book length
collection of 2000AD ‘s dynamic 1980s comic
The Stainless Steel Rat. This was of course
adapted from the famous sci-fi novel series of
the same name, and has been rightly described
as a high-point in the early years of 2000AD.
The Rat is ‗Slippery‘ Jim DiGriz, a very charming
sci-fi schemer and con-man, here visually
modelled after the famous actor James Conran
and drawn throughout by Carlos Ezquerra.

The story came from the writer Mark Sable‘s
experience as a futurist with The Atlantic
Council, working with the military,
intelligence, scientific and creative
communities... ―to envision possibilities for
the future of conflict‖. The Dark imagines the
aftermath of a devastating 2040s power-grid
takedown by Russian hackers, triggering an
impending bio-war with China.

The new Stainless Steel Rat Deluxe Edition runs
to 200+ pages and three completed tales, in a
quality volume compete with colour-faithful
reproductions of the original colour double-page
spreads. The rest is in black and white — which
will be welcomed by those who dislike garishly
colourized and over-cleaned old comic reprints.

Dark Horse Books is set to ship the printed
graphic novel version in early December
2021. One to pre-order!

The Kindle ebook edition is a very reasonable
£7.99 on Amazon, should you have a suitable
10‖ tablet on which to enjoy it.
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Also available in print at all good booksellers.

Milo Manara retrospectives

MOMEM

Autumn/Fall 2021 / Italy & online

Opening October 2021 / Germany

Italy has not one but two substantial
exhibition‘s of Milo Manara‘s comics art. His
exhibition ―Secret Gardens‖ in Pordenone
(northern Italy) has had its closing date
extended to 19th September 2021. If you
can‘t get there, they now have a paid virtual
tour available online. The show is flanked by
Minara‘s other large retrospective ―A Journey
of Desire‖ in Genoa (also northern Italy)
which runs until 17th October 2021.

This October the new Museum Of Modern
Electronic Music (MOMEM) will open in
Frankfurt, Germany. The museum will pay
homage to the rich history of electronic music
as developed by the wealth of German synth
bands such as Kraftwerk — and to the many
bands and artists who were influenced by
Germany‘s futuristic sci-fi sounds.
Run and curated by experienced techno club
impresarios, the all-new MOMEM museum will
have key exhibits presented as a series of
high-tech interactive experiences and
immersive storytelling. There will also be a
collection of iconic original machines as well
as installations, photography and musicrelated pictures by visual artists.

https://paff.it/prodotto/manara-secret-gardensonline-exhibition-virtual-tour/ and https://
portoantico.it/
Pictures, from left, across double-page:
Milo Minara, ‗Queen of Hearts card illusion‘.
MOMEM interior, current press picture.

In due course MOMEM expects to host major
temporary and highly curated exhibitions on
electronic music, both its past and future.
These will be accompanied by full
programmes of lectures and presentations by
leading names in electronic music.

Detail of a Lamborghini Miura supercar, the
fastest production supercar in the world when
introduced in 1970, with its modern styling and
detailing that evoked the sci-fi and Space Race
influenced design of the early 1970s.
Detail from a picture of the young Gene
Roddenberry, with thanks to Roddenberry
Entertainment.

Donations are welcome.
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https://donate.momem.org/

SuperCars — a century of speed

Roddenberry Archive for Star Trek

Until 6th Feb 2022 / online + L.A

Opening soon / Online

We‘re pleased to hear that the Petersen
Automotive Museum has re-opened to the
public, and with a large new exhibition titled

Denise and Mike Okuda — recently interviewed
in your free Digital Art Live magazine — are the
curators of the new ‗Roddenberry Archive‘,
along with an impressive team. The result of
their efforts will be an official and lavish online
catalogue of the work of Gene Roddenberry of
Star Trek fame. 3D render-engine service OTOY
is kindly hosting the giant archive, and will
make new high-res 3D scans of studio assets.

Supercars: A Century of Spectacle and Speed.
This highlights the evolution of the ‗supercar‘
and showcases over 30 of these high
performance luxury vehicles. The show begins
way back with a ‗steampunk‘ supercar of the
1880s, a Benz Motorwagen. It then moves
through an amazing set of cars until it reaches
the 2000s. Also available is a 50-minute HD
YouTube tour (see Web link below).

The intention is to build a multi-decade public
collection that preserves Gene Roddenberry‘s
legacy at the highest levels of fidelity and
historical accuracy. It will relate to the Gene
Roddenberry era of Star Trek — which includes
the original Star Trek television series with
Spock and Kirk, the original six Star Trek
motion pictures, and Star Trek: The Next
Generation as well as its direct spin-offs.

Accompanying the new Supercars show is the
complementary show Extreme Conditions,
displaying custom off-roading vehicles built for
specialist uses in some strange and wild places.
A further ‗supercars‘ exhibition will open at the
Petersen Automotive Museum later in 2021,
lockdowns permitting. This will be titled
Hypercars and will showcase the incredible
developments in luxury high-performance cars
which took place during 2000-2020.

The Archive was previewed in Las Vegas in mid
August, and it should soon be online. In the
meantime these are the key preview URLs...
https://home.otoy.com/roddenberryarchive/
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bDuT
-4cFyg

https://www.petersen.org/tickets and https://
www.youtube.com/
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Are you interested in being
interviewed in a future issue of
the magazine? Or presenting a
webinar for our series? Please
send the Web address of your
gallery or store, and we‘ll visit!

paul@digitalartlive.com
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Picture: ―Walker‖ by
TheBakaArts.

